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ABSTRACT
Textiles has always have been a major development in human history since the evolution of human kind. Blending
the fabrics is often done to achieve the maximum strength , quality and reduce the cost of the total output when it is
out as a fabric. There are various combinations in which we can mix and blend these fibers and these different
mixtures and blending combinations can give different out combinations and various results in the testing phase.
These are some commons methods that are done, Bale Mixing , Bale Blending, Volume Mixing, Weight Mixing,
Hand Stack Mixing, Lap Mixing, Bin Mixing, Automatic Mixing, Card Mixing and Sliver Mixing. Our objective is to
find a new trait or obtain a desired trait by achieving the mixing using Drafting, Drawing and Doubling using
Cotton and Polyester and compare them with the existing fibers using Strength test , Water Absorbency , Air
Permeability, Breaking Force and Elongation at Break test.
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1.Introduction
Blending the fibers has been existing for many generations now and has been proving to be more and more useful
over the long term usage and has many benefits like giving the fiber a good trait like high strength and stretchability.
Cotton is a cool, soft , strong , comfortable fabric and polyester is a hard wearing, light weight, a poor absorber and
elastic, combining them in one fabric gives the comfort cool feel of cotton but which the hard wearing, quick drying
and crease resisting properties of polyester. This is the one of the most popular blends in the market right now.
Mixed fibers are obtained by mixing one type of yarn with the other in fabric production.
2. BENEFITS OF BLENDING AND MIXING FIBERS:
1. To improve the appearance of a fabric.
2. To improve the quality of the fabric so that it is more durable, stronger , and can be more easily cared for.
3. To improve the handle of fabric so that it drapes better is easier to sew and keep its shape well
4. To improve the profitability of fabric so that it is cheaper to produce, and more desirable to customers.
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2. OBJECTIVES:
•

1. To develop a fabric that produces new traits according to the requirements.

•

2. To produce different slivers and be able to mix them together in the drafting or drawing process to
increase the efficiency of the fabric.

•

3. To produce the mixing cost as low as possible to able to apply them instantly to the markets to obtain a
profits in the start of this applications.

•

4.These fabrics can be used for various applications and even new applications according to the traits that
are obtained.

3. METHODLOGY:

4. MATERIALS:
We have used Cotton and Polyester to produce the mixture of the blend as 90% and 10 % and 70%
and 30%. This was produced using bale blending machine, spinning machine, drawing machine and doubling
machine.
5. EXPERIMENT:
Using cotton of and polyester of the same and produce the yarn of 26s count and start with the
bale mixing process and we can achieve the cotton and polyester blend. The second process is the same with the
drawing mixing the slivers together in the drawing with the hank of 0.120Ne. The third process we create the cotton
and polyester mix in the doubling process. With these produced yarns we knit the fabric. The produced fabrics are
then tested with these stated testing methods. Thickness, Stiffness, Tear and Tensile strengths are tested. These
various methods are calculated and compared with the current existing products.

6. CONCLUSION:
This fabric produces new traits which can be achieved with the above derived process which are then tested and
compared with the already existing samples which are then tested. This sample is then checked whether product is
suitable for various applications and functions in the modern era of technical textiles. The possibilities of
commercializing the product and thereby creating an efficient product which can be instantly applied in the current
products.
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